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ABSTRACT
Weightlifting is one of the high-medal sports in the Olympic Games. Although one of the most critical weaknesses of this sport is the lack of using new method of technology to improve the quality of player’s performance and also decline the referee mistakes. The aim of this paper is to use Image processing to figure out the clinical parameters to examine and measuring the angular kinematic and kinetic features of clean and jerk style in weightlifting. And using this approach for defining the standard pattern for distinguishing the difference between correct and wrong movements that can be used in talent identification.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Weightlifting with 16 gold medal probability has one of the first medal ranking among the other Olympic Games sports [1]. One of the problems with this sport is the lack of engineering analysis and the lack of technology usage for improving weightlifters’ quality in terms of kinematic and kinetic parameters of their movements which can enhance their performance level. The use of technology has always been one of the most widely used methods for simplifying complex problems in nature. Sports is no exception and there is hope to improve athlete’s quality using engineering techniques. Sports engineering is one of the fields of engineering science which aims to facilitate sports processes such as athlete’s performance, sports equipment’s, stadiums and other dominating factors [2, 3]. One of the methods not only for analyzing athlete’s performance but also for talent identification is using the image processing. Furthermore this method has applications in referee systems in various sports [4]. For instance, in Volleyball, the video challenge system can be used to judge the event with a higher precision [5], or in swimming, it can be used to obtain information about an athlete’s performance in order to improve it [6]. Or in table tennis as one the most popular sports among young generations sports performance analysis can evaluate and improve their level as done by [7]. So, in weightlifting, the image processing systems can be used not only to reduce the referee’s mistakes but also to improve an athlete’s performance in terms of kinematic and kinetic dimensions to perform the movements correctly. This paper tries to investigate the correct performance of each movement in relation to a certain body part and parameter through image processing using ordinary cameras after identification of significant biomechanical parameters in the athlete’s body including angle, angular velocity and angular acceleration in various parts of body such as wrist, elbow, shoulder and knee. Then, similar procedure was performed for cameras with high frame rate. Finally, a comparison was made between these two types of camera. The cameras with high frame rate have various applications in sports. For example the cameras with high frame rate are used in soccer as goal line technology [8]. Though, present research examines to indicate that the camera type does not make any significant changes in the research results of weightlifting. However, the high frame rate cameras indicate a higher precision. In last but not least, a method for discriminating between correct and incorrect movements was mentioned.

2. METHODOLOGY
In this research, a set of experiments were carried out on the four joints include of wrist, elbow, shoulder and knee due to these parts are more sensitive than other part in jury decision or have a correct lift without injury [9]. Five professional weightlifters were helped in this issue, as shown in table 1 their anthropometric characters and the speed and their record weight is comprised [10, 11].

Table1. Anthropometric Features of Five players that participated in test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Players</th>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>SPEED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The image processing toolbox in MATLAB was used to find out the above-mentioned parameters for each joint during three pre-processing, processing and post-processing stages [12]. Now it should be noticed why angular parameters have been used. There are two main reasons for using angular parameters rather than linear parameters. First, a precise velocity and acceleration is only obtained through creating a correct angle among various joints of arm and leg. And second, the linear velocity and acceleration parameters, in anthropometrical model, cannot discriminate among individuals due to different length of each individual’s arm or leg, the angular velocity and acceleration can predict results with higher precision [13]. One of the aims of this study was to analyze and discriminate between correct and incorrect movements. To achieve this goal, the incorrect movement should be defined. The incorrect movement refers to a movement that is correct from a referee’s perspective but can cause injuries for athlete [14]. Estimating and analyzing movements in each joint in terms of the intended parameters after performing the clean and jerk style incorrectly.
Therefore, this method can be used to compare and train the correct performance of this movement among athletes.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, first an ordinary camera with a 30 frames per second (fps) was used to understand the angular parameters from critical body features in clean and jerk style of weightlifting [15]. Then, a camera with a high frame rate was used. However, the high frame cameras are not only have high cost but also, these cameras can store and handle a high amount of data. That can reduce the processing speed, they occupy the central processing unit. However, there was no considerable distinction between these two cameras types for using in weightlifting in fixed position. Due to that, critical points are similar in these two camera types.

For defining the difference between low frame rate and high frame rate cameras it has be need to understand the most important and critical sequences, that mean those times with change in angular parameters for each joint. In clean and jerk style of two Scissoring and pushing up is more important than other times. Because the player need more energy and accelerate for them it can make some injuries [13]. As can be seen below in image one and two for shoulder the critical changed point between LFR and HFR are the same.

![Fig1: High frame rate shoulder velocity](image1.png)

![Fig2: Low frame rate shoulder velocity](image2.png)

In above images the most important sequence is when the player want to lift the weight up to his head, and push it up. So he should use more energy to lift it up. For analyzing the elbow joint it can be demonstrated as below, that in two times the most changes was happening. That the first one is for lifting from the surface and the second is for pushing the weight up to his head.

![Fig3: Low frame rate elbow velocity](image3.png)

![Fig4: High frame rate elbow velocity](image4.png)

As can be seen in below, the most critical time changing is the same, in LFR and HFR but it had has shown some unnecessary information that can be ignored.

![Fig5: Incorrect angle of elbow](image5.png)

It can be shown for other joints too. But as can be shown above, all critical points were the same in high frame rate and low frame rate cameras, in considering the sequences of change, so it could be possible to use ordinary cameras. In order to understand and comparison between correct and incorrect movements, not only there should have been a pattern for comparing. Also considering to the critical time of changes is important, furthermore remember, the definition of incorrect movement is that make injury rather than negative point from referee. As shown below in incorrect results for angle it can be seen that the player start to change the position of elbow a bit earlier than the correct pattern, while in correct pattern the 135 is the frame for start elbow change and in wrong one he started from 23 second and it means he started to lift up the weight to head too early. And this incorrect procedure will give other results in velocity or acceleration incorrect.
4. CONCLUSION

This paper tries to propose a method for evaluating the correct performance of clean and jerk style in weightlifting using image processing techniques. Then, the results were analyzed using high frame rate cameras to make sure and see the different of using these two kind of cameras in weightlifting and to show, that except the general deference between high frame rate and low frame rate cameras the results was the same in critical and important points. So it could be possible to use ordinary cameras in weightlifting. Finally, the research results can be used to evaluate and enhance athlete performance level whether in high level athletes or among amateurs for talent identification using making comparison with Correct and Wrong movemnts.
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